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The Aviator is a 50-minute long outdoor spectacle production 
by Circus Orange.  Featuring performer, stage and high-level 
pyrotechnics, theatre, dance, circus and stunt performers as 
well as stunning crane based aerial routines and contraptions.  
Imagine as a pedal powered pyro fueled gyro copter flies over 
the crowd with an aerialist suspended beneath!  A thirty foot tall 
fire spewing oil derrick and high octane battle between good 
and evil!

The Aviator is a homage to one of our group’s favorite movies - 
Mad Max.  This is the previously untold story of the gyro 
captain and his travels through his surreal post apocalyptic 
world.  

As with most stories that takes place after some unspecified 
cataclysmic event the characters are desperate yet heroic.  
Their focus is on food, water, shelter and in this case, above all 
else – FUEL!  It is the Aviators' quest for fuel that takes him 
directly to the doorstep of his enemy, the Oil Baroness.  The Oil 
Baroness is the keeper of the fuel (ultimate power) and the 
owner of the one last functioning oil derrick.  She has enslaved 
an army of misfits to do her work and a legion of guards protect 
her oil.  Can our Aviator talk her out of a little fuel?  Watch this 
classic story of good versus evil unravel and go spectacularly 
out of control.
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SHOW HIGHLIGHTS
•50-Minute Long Seamless Story-line
•Stage & Street Based Theatrical Performance
•Processional (in the audience) Performances
•Aerial Dance Trapeze
•Pedal Powered Pyro Fueled Gyro Copter
•30’ Tall Fire Spewing Oil Derrick (oil pump that acts like 
a huge teeter-totter)
•Stilt Walking Bad Guys - The ‘Guards’
•Aerial ‘Birds’ Suspended Up To 40’ in the AIr
•Proximate and High Elevation Pyrotechnic Effects
•Oil Drum Drummers
•Pyro Stunt Rappelling (if possible)
•Live Musicians
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STAGE & SITE DETAILS
This is a site specific show and we will make use of the local architecture to integrate with and 
customize the performance.  These details will be determined after our initial site visit.

The show takes place on an open air main stage (details below) and a large 30’ tall ‘oil derrick’ 
set piece that we construct out of steel.  Placement of these performance stages can vary 
according to the layout of your venue and a thorough site evaluation will be required to 
determine placement.  The performance takes 
place on these stages and on ground level in 
the space between (in the audience) as well as 
in the sky above suspended from an industrial 
crane.  

The crane is used to fly various performance 
elements throughout the show from the gyro  
copter rig to the trusswork that provides a 
aerial rigging points that can be flown directly 
over the stage.  The aerial aspect of this show 
is integral to the overall success and adds a 
whole new dimension to the performance.  Set 
pieces fly in and out. Overhead rigging is 
attached to the crane for stage scenes and 
individual aerialists.  It is very important that 
we get a good quality crane with a very 
experienced, safe operator who is open to this 
kind of work.

CAST & CREW
Cast: 26
Crew: 10
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Oil Derrick

Gyro Copter FlightStilt Guard

WEBSITE LINK WITH VIDEOS AND 
MORE PICTURES OF THIS SHOW
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PH: (905) 304-7504
FX (905) 304-5633

info@circusorange.com
www.circusorange.com
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